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Good Morning!
Welcome all to
Our Tenth All NA Z Religion Tele Class
Mah Ardibehesht (Khordad K), Roj Amardad 1382 YZ (S)

Mah Meher, Roj Amardad 1381 YZ (F)
Sunday September 23rd 2012 11 AM
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Let us welcome participants by conference call from all FL –
Tampa Bay, Orlando, Miami ZAF and all over NA!

A special welcome to all our ZAF friends who have gathered here in
Quality Inn, Sawgrass Conference Center, Plantation, FL
for this Tele-Class!
For this, the special credit goes to the ZAF Board and especially our
own President Saheb Jehan and Nancy and our Secretary Kersi
Munshi and Dolly for all arrangements to bring this Tele Class here.
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And we now have a VERY FIRST!
A special welcome to Ferzin Irani, Raleigh, NC who came all the way
from her home to attend this Tele Class with us here to experience
first hand what we do in these Tele Classes!
Please give Ferzin a big hand for her dedication to our Tele Classes!
Jo Ann and I are very humbled by your response, patience and
attendance to these classes and hope we continue this type of Z
Religious classes in the future for the betterment of all!
Let us start with the class!
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Also Available on Internet at:
http://www.avesta.org/ritual/rcc.htm
With the kind Permission of Joseph Peterson
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5
NOTE: Also available as a PDF.
THE RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES
AND CUSTOMS OF THE PARSEES.
By JIVANJI JAMSHEDJI MODI,
B.A., PH.D., C.I.E.,
FELLOW OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BOMBAY
(1887), DIPL. LITTERIS ET
ARTIBUS (SWEDEN, 1889),
SHUMS-UL-ULAMA (INDIA, 1893),
OFFICIER D'ACADÉMIE (FRANCE, 1898),
OFFICIÉR DE L'INSTRUCTION
PUBLIQUE (FRANCE, 1902),
CAMPBELL MEDALLIST,
B. B. R. ASIATIC SOCIETY (1918).
1922
BRITISH INDIA PRESS, MAZAGON, BOMBAY.
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Also Available on Internet, all 9 books, at:
http://www.iranchamber.com/history/herodot
us/herodotus_history_book1.php
HERODOTUS (c. 484-425 B.C.), Greek historian,
called the Father of History, was born at
Halicarnassus in Asia Minor, then dependent
upon the Persians, in or about the year 484
B.C. Herodotus was thus born a Persian
subject, and such he continued until he was
thirty or five-and-thirty years of age.
Among the merits of Herodotus as an
historian, the most prominent are the diligence
with which he collected his materials, the
candor and impartiality with which he has
placed his facts before the reader, the absence
of party bias and undue national vanity, and
the breadth of his conception of the historian's
office. His forte is vivid and picturesque
description, the lively presentation of scenes
and actions, characters and states of society,
not the subtle analysis of motives, the power
of detecting the undercurrents or the
generalizing faculty.
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Excellent Book on Navjote and Wedding Ceremonies sponsored by NAMC
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Frohar Foundation & Frohar Films
The makers of
Humata, Hukhta, Hvarshta Tele-Serial
Present
THE ZOROASTRIAN SAGA
… a pictorial overview
An insight into
Zoroastrian Religion
& History
Conceptualised by
Ervad Dr. Cyrus Dastoor
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Roshan Bharucha Book
I was inspired to write this book when I realized my
children's interest in our traditional ceremonies,
such as engagements, weddings, and navjotes.
This book is a compilation of our traditions, both
oral and written, and is dedicated to my mother-inlaw Goolcher Manchersha Bharucha and my
mother Khorshed Noshir Dastur, who have passed
these traditions down to me.
This book is mainly intended for those young
adults who grow up in North America and are
interested and intrigued by our traditional
ceremonies. I believe this book is just what you
are looking for.
I have tried to provide clear and concise directions.
However, while reading this book, you may come
across some old traditions which may appear
inconvenient or unnecessary. Today's rising costs
and great distances, make it difficult to follow all of
the ancient traditions.

Some years ago, I had written a book "Parsi Wedding, Navjote and Other Traditions"
and It has had a very good response from the Zoroastrian community in U.S., Canada
and other places. I am mailing you a complimentary copy for your reference.
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Roshan Bharucha Book
In the course of time, both in North America and
India, it has and will become necessary to make
appropriate changes. Please bear in mind that
nothing is mandatory, each family should feel
comfortable with their decisions and "cut the cloth
according to the individual purse".
Joyous occasions such as weddings and navjotes
demand a lot of time and effort in their preparation.
Be assured however, that you will enjoy these
auspicious festivities, and that these memorable
events will remain with you forever.
Finally I would like to thank Cawas J. Desai for his
valuable help in completing this book.
Roshan Bharucha
Delray Beach, FL Tel: 610-613-9591
Email: bharuchar@msn.com

Some years ago, I had written a book "Parsi Wedding, Navjote and Other Traditions"
and It has had a very good response from the Zoroastrian community in U.S., Canada
and other places. I am mailing you a complimentary copy for your reference.
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Roshan Bharucha Book Content
 Preparing Your Home for the Engagement Day
Ceremony
 Achu – Michu
 Engagement Day Preparation - Groom's
 Engagement Day Preparation - Bride's Family
 Engagement Day Ceremony
 Brief Description of Engagement Ceremony
 Preparation for Wedding - Bride's Parents
 Preparation for Wedding - Groom's Parents
 Madavsoro Ceremony
 Method of Planting Madavsoro
 Adarni
 Description of Adarni
 Wedding Day Preparations
 Wedding Stage
 Nahan
 Wedding Ceremony
 Brief Description of Wedding Ceremony
 Varovar
 Aghami
 Vadhavo & Zoripori
 Less Frequently Performed Ceremonies
 Glossary
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Late Mrs. Perin Naval Hormusji Book
The F K S Foundation is grateful to the noble and wellknown lady Late Mrs. PERIN NAVAL HORMUSJI who
had written this Book for the benefit of the Parsee
community. Moreover, the F K S Foundation is privileged
to have the right to publish her book and use the profit
from the sale proceeds of the same for educational,,
medical and other help to deserving persons.
This book is very popular with the community and
already 7 editions of this book in Gujarati and two edition
in English have been published and sold. This] is the
third English edition.
We are indeed grateful to late Mrs. PERIN NAVAL
HORMUSJI and pray that God bless her soul with
eternal peace.
We also thank our Translator Mrs. SHARDA
DESHMUKH, a Professor of Philosophy, Psychology
and Logic, who was actively associated with different
aspects of student life and higher education for more
than thirty years.

Originally written in Gujarati, translated by Mrs. Sharda Deshmukh in English,
published by FKS Foundation, and available from Parsiana Book Club at:
http://www.parsiana.com/bookstore/default.asp
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Late Mrs. Perin Naval Hormusji
Book

Part I Engagement 15
Book Contents
General Preparation 19
Preparations by the boy side 21
Ceremonies to be performed when
the Boy's Party Goes to The Girl's house 25
Ceremonies to be performed when
The Girl Goes to the boy's house 29
Preparations to be made by the Girl's Side, Their visit
to the Boy's House and the Ceremonies that follow 29
Ceremonies to be performed when the
boy takes the Girl home at night 32
Part II Wedding 33
Preparations to be made by the Girl's side37
Preparations to be made by the boy's side42
Ceremonies to be performed before the Wedding day 43
Ceremonies to be performed on the Wedding Day 48
Ceremonies to be performed after the Wedding Day 53
Ceremonies to be performed Regarding Pregnancy and
arrival of the first child 54
Pachmasiyu 54
Agarni 54
Kholo Bharvani Reet 54
Vadhavo 55
Jhoripori 56
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Late Mrs. Perin Naval Hormusji
Book

Placing of the Varadhiyo (Good Luck Pot)
In the New Home 69
The Essence of various Ceremonies before
the Wedding
71
a) Dahi Machli
71 Book Contents
b) Sakar - Tapko 71
c) Diva na kapada 71
d) Poli Patasha
71
e) Tamba pad
71
f) Tamba no kasiyo
73
g) Madav Sara
73
h) Kharaptu
73
i) Supra Uphanava
73
j) Varni 73
k) Varadh Pattar 73
1) Ukardi 75
m) Pithi 75
n) Var behdu
75
Names for Newborns
77
Parsee Lagan Na Geet
82
Information on Baugs
89
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My perennial Iranian Source, Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary of Tehran

Respected Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary,
Mobed Ramin Shahzadi and Mobedyar Parva
Namiranian at their wedding in Tehran

Dastoorji Firouzgary has always helped
me whenever I have questions about
the current practices of Zarathushtris in
Iran. I have used his advice in previous
Tele Classes. He helped me in the past
to perform a Parsi/Irani Wedding in
Orlando, FL.
He also performed the wedding of his
nephew Mobed Ramin Shahzadi with
Mobedyar Parva Namiranian and he
gave a detailed description of the
Iranian Zarathushtri wedding prayers
and ceremonies and Ramin and Parva
send photos and movies of their
wedding. These have been invaluable
for this Tele Class and I want to
personally thank them on behalf of all of
us for their great help in understanding
an Iranian wedding as it is performed in
Iran. I have used their inputs and photos
in this Tele Class.
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Also Available from Amazon at:
http://www.amazon.com/The-PersianWedding-Bijan-Moridani/dp/0977017508

To review the roots of Persian wedding
tradition, especially amongst
Zoroastrians, using a sort of oral history,
1 asked my friend Dr. Farzad Namdaran
to help me collect what is available
about the Zoroastrian traditional
wedding. He referred the request to his
mother. What follows in this section is
what Mrs. Gowhar Namdaran has
written in Persian, translated into
English by me. Her writing is so
descriptive and visual that I wish I were
a filmmaker so that I could use it to
make a film. I have taken the cautious
liberty of extremely limited editing of
her writing in this translation. I owe this
great lady.
Bijan Moridani
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Also Available from Amazon at:
http://www.amazon.com/The-PersianWedding-Bijan-Moridani/dp/0977017508
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
Imagine yourself to be present 3500+ years ago in
Iran witnessing Zarathushtra showering blessings
and giving advice at the occasion of his youngest
daughter Pouruchisti’s wedding to Jamaspa
Hvogava!!!

And it is recorded in his own words in his last
Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.3 - 7!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
And he says:
“O you Pourûchîshtî of the Haechat-aspa family,
O the youngest daughter of Zarathustra of Spitman clan,
Hormazd has designated that man who is dedicated to
good mind and righteousness as your husband.
So from now on consult him and through completely
good and holy mind perform deeds of good wisdom.”
And it is recorded in his own words in his last
Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.3!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
Pourûchîshtî replies:
Truly will I love him and shall compete more for
displaying my love for him.
Pourûchîshtî advises her friends:
That girl who by being pure, remains faithful to her
father, her husband, her man associates, her relations
as well as righteous persons, then her pure intentions
will be fulfilled completely and Hormazd will grant her
eternal place in the Garothman because of her good
intentions.

Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.4!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
And Zarathushtra continues:
"I say these words to you, marrying brides and
bridegrooms! Impress then upon your mind:
May you two enjoy the life of good mind by following the
laws of religion.
Let each one of you out do the other with righteousness.
Then assuredly there will be a happy life for you."
And it is recorded in his own words in his last
Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.5!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
And Zarathushtra continues:
"But O men and women, arrest the path of Druj openly.
Separate the attachment of druj from your bodies.
The happiness arising from the evil aura is destructive to
mankind.
You harm your spiritual life by the influence of the evil
person who harms righteousness."
And it is recorded in his own words in his last
Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.6!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!
And Zarathushtra continues:
“When your hidden passions which are stuck in the
bottom of your hearts is totally removed and when your
evil thoughts are totally eliminated, then you would
receive the reward for the great acts.
Resolve to perform this courageous acts,
otherwise your final words will be "woe".”
And it is recorded in his own words in his last
Gatha Vahishtoishti Yasna 53.7!!
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Oldest Reference to a Zoroastrian Wedding!!!

And similar blessings, admonitions
and advices are still in our present
day wedding Ashirwad Prayers as
we will see later on!
What a glorious way of following
our Asho Zarathushtra’s advice
3500+ years later!!!
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies

Three Main Types of Parsi Weddings:
1. Parsi Weddings outside Mumbai in small towns/villages
 Age old Customs and rituals for 4 days
 Bharucha & Hormusji books describe them in details
2. Parsi Weddings in Mumbai
 Toned down version of 4 days celebrations
 Not all ceremonies of old customs performed
30
3. Parsi Weddings in North America
 A mixture of 1 & 2 above – sometimes more than Mumbai

Parsi Weddings outside
Mumbai in small
towns/villages

Part I Engagement

Book Contents

 General Preparation
 Preparations by the boy side
 Ceremonies to be performed when the Boy's Party Goes
to The Girl's house
 Ceremonies to be performed when the Girl Goes to the
boy's house
 Preparations to be made by the Girl's Side, visit to the
Boy's House and Ceremonies that follow
 Ceremonies to be performed when the boy takes the Girl
home at night

Part II Wedding







Preparations to be made by the Girl's side
Preparations to be made by the boy's side
Ceremonies to be performed before the Wedding day
Ceremonies to be performed on the Wedding Day
Ceremonies to be performed after the Wedding Day
Ceremonies to be performed Regarding Pregnancy and
arrival of the first child
 Pachmasiyu
 Agarni
 Kholo Bharvani Reet
 Vadhaavo

 Jhoripori
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Parsi Weddings outside
Mumbai in small
towns/villages (contd.)

Book Contents

Placing of the Varadhiyo (Good Luck Pot)
In the New Home
The Essence of various Ceremonies before
the Wedding
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1)
m)
n)

Dahi Machhi
Saakar - Tapko
Divaa naa kapadaa
Daar ni Pori ne Pataasaa
Taambaa pad
Taambaa no kaasiyo
Maadav Sarav
Kharaptu
Supraa Uphnavaa
Varni
Varadh Pattar
Ukardi
Pithi
Var behdu
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Roshan Bharucha Book Content
 Preparing Your Home for the Engagement Day
Ceremony
 Achu – Michu
 Engagement Day Preparation - Groom's
 Engagement Day Preparation - Bride's Family
 Engagement Day Ceremony
 Brief Description of Engagement Ceremony
 Preparation for Wedding - Bride's Parents
 Preparation for Wedding - Groom's Parents
 Madavsoro Ceremony
 Method of Planting Madavsoro
 Adarni
 Description of Adarni
 Wedding Day Preparations
 Wedding Stage
 Nahan
 Wedding Ceremony
 Brief Description of Wedding Ceremony
 Varovar
 Aghami
 Vadhavo & Zoripori
 Less Frequently Performed Ceremonies
 Glossary
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies – Overall Review















Marriage, a good institution preferred by God
Helping Marriage, a meritorious act. Herodotus
Marriageable age
Betrothal, Divo (lamp)
Maadav Sarav
Supraa Ufanvaa
Aadarni
Marriage day and time, Sacred bath
Marriage Dress, tillis, presents, dowry, and procession
Welcoming Ceremonies. Ceremonial fire. Witnesses.
Aaraa Antar, thread 7 times around, throwing rice
Religious Ceremony. The Benediction
Washing the feet. Eating together
Entertainment, Sumptuous Parsi Lagan-nu-Bhonu
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies – Ancient References
 Marriage, a good institution preferred by God
 In Vendidaad (IV,47), Ahura Mazda speaks to Zarathushtra:
 “I thus recommend a man with a wife above a man who is unmarried, a man with
a family with a man without a family, a man with children above one who is
without children. “
 Helping Marriage, a meritorious act.
 Emperor Noshirwan Adel helping families with dowry to be able to get
married
 Herodotus Bk. I.136
“Next to prowess in arms, it is regarded as the greatest proof of manly excellence
to be the father of many sons.
Every year the king sends rich gifts to the man who can show the largest number:
for they hold that number is strength. “
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies
 Engagement – bridegroom gives ring to bride
 Four Days before Wedding
 Maadav Sarav
 Supraa Ufanvaa
 Aachhu Michhu
 Aadarni – bridegroom to bride 2000 silver dirhams and 2 gold
dinaars from Nishaapur mint in ancient Iran
 Wedding Day
 Nahaan
 Aaraa Antar
 Aashirwaad - Benediction Prayers
 Exchanging Rings
 Washing of the Bridegroom’s Feet
 Visit to Aatashkadeh, if nearby
 Entertainment, Sumptuous Parsi Lagan-nu-Bhonu
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies – various Ses and Paatlaa
 Ses khumchaa, sopaaro, gulaabdaani, pigaani, coconut, deevo, dahi
bowl, garland, bouquet, paan, sopaari, khaarak, whole badaam, khadi
saakar, rice, silver coins

Adarni and Wedding Ses with waago, Dahi Machhi ses, Saakar ses,
decorated hand made Paatlaa
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Maadav Sarav –
planting a mango sapling.

Supraa Ceremony –
Red & yellow tillis, cotton
thread wrapped around,
put wheat, rice, turmeric,
sopari, kharak, badam,
rock candy, banana.

4 women exchanging supraas.

Adarni – Bridegroom family to Bride’s home. Bride standing on a Patla.
New sari put on, and all the rest of the gifts to the bride.
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Naahan to Bride. Bride dressed for wedding and here comes the BRIDE!
Ashirwad – Waiting Bridegroom. Aaraa Antar.
Mobed asking agreement of the Bridegroom’s witness.
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

 Aachhoo Michhoo Ceremony











At the steps of the stage, usually an Aachhoo Michhoo ceremony is
performed by the mother or mother or the eldest family lady relative.
She first takes an egg in her right hand from the Aachhoo Michhoo
tray, rotates it seven times in a clockwise manner over the person’s
head and breaks it on a stone placed to the right of the person’s feet.
Then she takes the betel leaf, areca nut, dried date, and almond and
sugar crystal in her right hand and rotates it seven times in a
clockwise manner over the head and placed on the right side.
Then the coconut is rotated over the head and broken on the stone
placed to the right of the person’s feet.
Afterwards, a few grains of rice and rose petals are taken out of the
tray, while water is sprinkled on the remaining rice and rose petals and
the tray is once again rotated over the person’s head.
The mixture is thrown down on both sides of the person’s feet.
A handful of dry rice is showered over the person as a token of
invoking blessings.

This concludes the Aachoo Michhoo Ceremony.
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers
 Nahaan Prayers – Jamwaani Baaj, Sarosh Baj
 Wedding Prayers
 Aaraa Antar Yathas
 Paazand Ashirwaad – from Saassaanian times
o Questions to bridegroom and bride witnesses and bride and
bridegroom three times by lead Mobed
o Admonitions – Dos and Don’ts
o Blessings
 Sanskrit Aashirwaad – after Sanjaan Landing, in honor of our
Hindu Hosts, very few Udwada families recite this
 Aafrin-e-Buzorgaan – 2nd Jashan Aafrin remembering our ancient
Zarathushtri Religion stalwarts
 Doaa Tandoorasti – special wedding Tandoorasti in honor of the
bride and bridegroom
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Aaraa Antar
1. First, the head priest takes some rice and places in the right hands of the
bride and the bridegroom and clasps them in a handshake.
2. He also gives them some rice to be held in their left hands.
3. With the Yathaa Ahu Vairyo prayer reciting, he ties the string around the right
hands of the bride and bridegroom.
4. Then again reciting one Yathaa Ahu Vairyo prayer each time, he takes the
string and with the help of the people on the stage, circles it around the chairs of
the bride and bridegroom seven times.
5. At the end of the seventh Yathaa Ahu Vairyo, on his signal, the bride and the
bridegroom throws the rice from their left hands on one another. Whoever
throws it first is declared the winner and the "Boss of the House"!
6. The white cloth is now removed, the string is placed on the floor surrounding
the chairs and the bride stands up and the witnesses move her chair and place it
on the left hand side of the bridegroom and both of them sit side by side
facing the audience.
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Paazand Aashirwaad
o Questions to bridegroom and bride witnesses and bride and
bridegroom three times by lead Mobed
"May the Creator, the Omniscient Lord, grant you a progeny of sons and grandsons, plenty of
means to provide yourselves with a heart ravishing friendship, bodily strength, a long life and an
existence of 150 years."
The groom's witness is then asked, "In the presence of this company that has met together (on
this day and place), have you agreed to take this maiden (by name) in marriage for this
bridegroom, in accordance with the rites and rules of the Mazdayasnians, having paid her 2,000
dirhams of silver and 2 dinars of gold of Nishapur coinage ?"
The priest asks: "Padirafteh Budee?" Have you agreed ?
The witness answers: "Padirafteh Budam" I have agreed.
Next the bride's witness is asked, "In your own family, for arranging to advance (your
relationships), with true thoughts (Manashnee), with three times (good) words (Gavashnee), and
for increasing your own good deeds, for this Bridegroom (Bridegroom Name), For his entire life!"
The priest asks: "Paimaan Badaadeed!" Have you given your word ?
The witness answers: "Paimaan Badaadum." I have given my word.
The priest then asks the couple, "Have you preferred to enter into this sacred marriage up to the
end of your lives with righteous mind?"
Both will reply in unison: "Passandeh Kardeem." Yes we have preferred.
The priest then pronounces: "Har do tan raamashni awazun baad".
May God bestow upon you both joy and prosperity.
These questions are repeated three times.
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Paazand Aashirwaad
o Admonitions – Dos and Don’ts
"In the name and with the help of Ahura Mazda, the Wise Lord, may your happiness
increase. May you be brilliant - may you do good deeds - be increasing, be victorious learn to do deeds of piety - may you be worthy of doing good deeds - think of nothing
but the truth -speak nothing but the truth - do nothing but what is a proper action -shun
all bad thoughts, words and deeds - praise the Mazdayasnian religion - do nothing
without mature consideration - acquire wealth through good means - be courteous,
sweet tongued and kind towards your friends - do not indulge in scandals - avoid being
angry - do not torment others - do not entertain wicked jealousy - deprive not others of
their property - avoid evil passions - keep yourselves away from the wives of others do good to the pious and virtuous - fight with your enemies only by fair means - speak
in an assembly after great consideration - be more glorious than your father - in no
way annoy your mother.
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Paazand Aashirwaad
o Blessings from all 30 Yazads of our calendar
“May Ahura Mazda bestow upon you good thoughts through Bahman, good words
through Ardibehesht, good actions through Shahrevar, perfect thought through
Spendarmad, sweetness through Khordad, fruitfulness through Amardad.
May Ahura Mazda bestow upon you increasing luster through Adar, purity through
Avan, exalted position through Khorshed, strong progeny through Mohor, liberality
through Tir, temperate habits through Gosh.
May Ahura Mazda bestow upon you pure justice through Meter, obedience through
Sraosh, truthfulness through Rashne, increase of strength through Fravardin, victory
through Behram, constant delight through Ram, strong power through Govad.
May Ahura Mazda bestow upon you knowledge through Din, collection of wealth
through Arshishvangh, a number of good talents through Ashtad, great activity through
Asman, firmness of place through Zamyad, good sight through Mahrespand and
nourishment of body through Aneran."
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Aafrin-e-Buzorgaan
May you be like Ahura Mazda Khodaay who has fulfilled HIS wish in HIS creation!
May you be full of grace and supreme like Kae-Khushroo!
May you be full of best truthfulness like Meher Yazad!
May you be victorious over your enemies like Zarir!
May you be of the good religion like Siaavux!
May you be full of luster like Bejan!
May you be righteous like King Gushtaaspa!
May you be strong like Saam-Narimaan!
May you be full of strength like Rustom!
May you be the best archer like the supporter of the religion Asfandyaar!
May you be future predictor and speaker with wisdom like Jaamaaspa!
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Aafrin-e-Buzorgaan
May these good wishes come true for yourself!
Like Moon, Sun, Water, Fire, Wine, Merv flower, Musk,
Yasmin flower, Rose and Mouse-ear, may these wishes come true!
To the whole Anjuman,
As well as to the Bridegrrom (Name of the Bridegroom),
and to the Bride (Name of the Bride)
May they all achieve thousand years of long lives!
So that they keep their subordinates joyful and happy!
And after achieving an exalted position, may they be well known like pure Sweet
Basil and rosary!
May there be righteous male children born to them who will keep Iran immortal,
be well known, defeat enemies and enhance the family and peace!
May it be so as I pray!
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Parsi Wedding Ceremony Prayers – Doaa Tandoorasti
In the name of God who is Bestower of good things, forgiver of sins and merciful!
With the help of justified laws of Meher Yazad and of God,
To the (Name of Bridegroom) Bridegroom and to the (Name of Bride) Bride,
May they be worthy of one thousand years long lives, with the healthy body and soul!
May they continue to have righteous luster!
Oh the All-knowing Creator! May they achieve joy and joyfulness, ease of living,
happiness and good life!
And may they achieve exalted luster, power, and law of good governance,
Bravery and victory!
May they have good creation, good aim, and the knowledge of the good Religion!
May they live lawful married life; have children; May they have long lasting permanent
lives! Just body, good fame, good achievements by soul, The laws of good
governance,
Oh all knowing Creator, May the Zarathushtri Religious laws bring happiness!
May it be so!
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Parsi Wedding Ceremonies – After Wedding






Vaarovaar – Wedding Anniversary
Panchmaasyu – 5th month of pregnancy
Agharni – seventh month of first pregnancy
Vadhaavo and Zori Pori – baby showers
Besnaa – child able to sit – around 7th month

Agharni ceremony in Udwada Village – Expectant mother is gifted a complete dress with a
sari which she wears and mother-in-law places in her lap wheat, rice, moong, nariyel,
bijoroo or dadam, pan, sopari, kharak, sakar. Her mother also does the same for her.
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Agharni in Mumbai and the new born boy - Vihaan!
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Simone Todywalla’s Besnaa Ceremony in
Miami celebrated by ZAF Z Club!
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My perennial Iranian Source, Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary of Tehran

Respected Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary,
Mobed Ramin Shahzadi and Mobedyar Parva
Namiranian at their wedding in Tehran

Dastoorji Firouzgary has always helped
me whenever I have questions about
the current practices of Zarathushtris in
Iran. I have used his advice in previous
Tele Classes. He helped me in the past
to perform a Parsi/Irani Wedding in
Orlando, FL.
He also performed the wedding of his
nephew Mobed Ramin Shahzadi with
Mobedyar Parva Namiranian and he
gave a detailed description of the
Iranian Zarathushtri wedding prayers
and ceremonies and Ramin and Parva
send photos and movies of their
wedding. These have been invaluable
for this Tele Class and I want to
personally thank them on behalf of all of
us for their great help in understanding
an Iranian wedding as it is performed in
Iran. I have used their inputs and photos
in this Tele Class.
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Also Available from Amazon at:
http://www.amazon.com/The-PersianWedding-Bijan-Moridani/dp/0977017508

To review the roots of Persian wedding
tradition, especially amongst
Zoroastrians, using a sort of oral history,
1 asked my friend Dr. Farzad Namdaran
to help me collect what is available
about the Zoroastrian traditional
wedding. He referred the request to his
mother. What follows in this section is
what Mrs. Gowhar Namdaran has
written in Persian, translated into
English by me. Her writing is so
descriptive and visual that I wish I were
a filmmaker so that I could use it to
make a film. I have taken the cautious
liberty of extremely limited editing of
her writing in this translation. I owe this
great lady.
Bijan Moridani
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Chronology of the Persian Wedding:
The Zoroastrian Wedding in Recent Past





















Interest by groom or interest by groom's family
Expressions of intentions to bride's family
Bride's family investigates
If negative, it stops
If positive, informing the groom's family
Introductory gathering of the two families
Gol o Nâr or Baleh-borân groom's family's visit to the bride's family
Engagement shopping, khoncheh to bride's family's house
Nâmzadi, shirini-khorân engagement ceremonies in bride's family's house
A visit by the bride's family to the groom's family (without the bride)
Visit by the groom's family to the bride's family pâgoshâ
Now, socializing of the bride and groom is okay
Engagement period, preparing jaheeziyeh by bride's family
Jahâz bordan (carrying jaheeziyeh) to the groom's family's house
Hanâ-bandân (applying Henna on hands - day before wedding – not done today)
Aroos bordan (taking the bride to the groom's family's house and Pâ-andaz
Gavâh-giri va aroosi or Aghd va Aroosi (wedding and reception)
Hejleh (wedding night)
Pâtakhti (the day after wedding groom visits bride’s parents and thanks them)
Reshteh-boran (one week after wedding - cooking âsh by bridegroom and bride in their
home – famous thick Persian soup)
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My perennial Iranian Source, Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary of Tehran

Respected Dastoorji Mobed Mehraban Firouzgary,
Mobed Ramin Shahzadi and Mobedyar Parva
Namiranian at their wedding in Tehran

Dastoorji Firouzgary has always helped
me whenever I have questions about
the current practices of Zarathushtris in
Iran. I have used his advice in previous
Tele Classes. He helped me in the past
to perform a Parsi/Irani Wedding in
Orlando, FL.
He also performed the wedding of his
nephew Mobed Ramin Shahzadi with
Mobedyar Parva Namiranian and he
gave a detailed description of the
Iranian Zarathushtri wedding prayers
and ceremonies and Ramin and Parva
send photos and movies of their
wedding. These have been invaluable
for this Tele Class and I want to
personally thank them on behalf of all of
us for their great help in understanding
an Iranian wedding as it is performed in
Iran. I have used their inputs and photos
in this Tele Class.
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Zarathushtri Wedding Ceremonies in Iran









Engagement
Wedding Day Ceremonies:
Mobed and wedding couple procession to the Hall
Bride’s mother donning groom with a green shawl & cap
Wedding Prayers by Mobed
Mobed advising the couple with Seven items in a tray
Exchanging sweets and sherbet between the couple
Signing of the wedding document by couple, and 7
witnesses – parents on both sides + 3 other witnesses
 Mobed takes couple to Agyari to pray Atash Nyayesh
 Group photos, merry making, dancing, feasting
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Irani Wedding Ceremonies - Engagement
Shah Verahram Ized Shrine, Tehran. Tray of rings, light, rose
water, Ashu Zarathushtra’s mirror, flowers, Noghl, Avishan
(Oregano). Exchanging rings at the engagement. Noghl (sweets)
exchanged. Families give each other cedar and oregano twigs as
a sign of happiness.
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Irani Wedding Ceremonies - Wedding
Wedding procession with Mobed. Groom’s green shawl & cap.
Mobed giving advice with 7 items. Couple listening with young
man holding tray with 7 items. 7 items, laleh lamp, flowers,
Gulabdani with rose water, sweet cone wrapped in green cloth
with Zarathushtra’s photo.
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Irani Wedding Ceremonies - Wedding
Exchanging sweets & sherbet, signing wedding document,
Tehran Agyari, inside Agyari with Mobed, praying Atash Nyayesh
with Mobed.
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Irani Wedding Ceremonies - Wedding
Returning to the Hall with noisy fanfare. Irani style Aachhu
Michhu (?!) with loban in your hand before placing it on the fire in
a brazier! The handsome wedding couple with Mobed!
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Zarathushtri Wedding Ceremonies in Iran
Wedding Prayers by Mobed
On this auspicious day of Sepandar Mez, month of Meher, in the Zarathushtri
year 3746, at this auspicious ceremony, wherein the present Anjoman has
gathered to witness a wedlock, to be performed according to the rites of the
Good Religion of Mazdayasni,
I, Mobed Sohrab, the son of Mobed Pirojshah Kawasji Dastoor,

Take the Glorious and Righteous Ahura Mazda, the victorious Amesha Spentas,
the Yazatas Mehr, Sraosha, and Rashna - the Truthful, the Fraohar of Asho
Zarathushtra Spitaman and each and every one present, in this Anjoman, as
witness:
(Then facing the Bride (name), Mobed Sohrab asks the following question, to
which Bride shakes her head in negative the first two times and then says Yes
the third time)
To ask you (name), daughter of (name) and (name) (last name) whether you are
prepared and agree to choose (Bridegroom name), son of (name) and (name)
(last name), to be your partner, in body and soul and as per the rules of the Good
Religion of Mazdyasni?
( Bride normally, says Yes after the third repetition of the above question).
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Zarathushtri Wedding Ceremonies in Iran
Wedding Prayers by Mobed
(Then facing the Bridegroom, Mobed Sohrab puts a similar question upon which
he gives his consent soon upon the first asking.)

And to you I ask (name) the son of (name) and (name) (last name), whether you
are prepared and agree to choose (Bride’s name), daughter of (name) and (name)
(last name) to be your partner, in body and soul and as per the rules of the Good
Religion of Mazdyasni?
( The bridegroom says Yes after the first asking)
Facing the couple Mobed Sohrab continues :Congratulations for such an auspicious and happy occasion. All those present
join me in praying to Ahura Mazda to bestow upon this union in marriage
durability and steadfastness, love, happiness and success, with several good
children and wealth earned through righteous means as well as a happy ending
after a long life together. Amen.
(All present echoes: Amen)
Mobed then continues with Irani Wedding Prayers.
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Mobed giving advice to couple!
I would now like to bring to your
attention the philosophy and
significance of some of the items
that are customarily placed on this
ceremonial ses, hoping that you will
further learn and benefit from these
as well.
One of these is:

A pair of scissors
which, is formed by the joint of two
blades and, will cut, effectively, only
if the two blades move in unison.
Starting from today you two are also
joined in wedlock together,
symbolically the same as the blades
of this pair of scissors.
In order to cut successfully through
the problems and objectives of your
life make sure that all your actions
and planning are in unison.
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Mobed giving advice to couple!

The needle and thread
kept here are normally tools for
darning.
As in the course of any married life,
occasions may arise, generally due
to misunderstandings or other
related problems that a slight “Cut”
may appear in your relations.
Immediately, in such cases, make
use of the philosophical “Needle and
thread” which is simply looking at
the problem logically and with
humility and forgiveness, making use
of your mutual love and affection and
any other conceivable remedy to
make sure to “Darn” the cut and
cover it up so well such that the cut
should disappear and never deepen.
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Mobed giving advice to couple!

The egg:
Considering that an egg nurtures the
embryo, within itself, and prepares it
for the life outside its shell, has come
to be considered the symbol of the
rights of parents over their children.
By giving away this egg after this
ceremony, the parents make it
understood, between themselves,
that from this day on they have given
out their children with a view that
they can establish an independent
and a self established life.
As from today between these three
families nothing beyond mutual love,
respect, advice and consultation
should be expected.
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Mobed giving advice to couple!

The Khordeh Avesta
and Kusti
is to remind you of your pledge to
the Good Religion Of Mazdayasni
and adherence to the practice of
good thoughts, good words and
good deeds.

The green wrapped
sugar cone represents long
life and sweet happiness. I pray that
you enjoy both.

Pomegranate signifies riches
and childbearing. I pray to Ahura
Mazda to bestow you with honestly
earned riches and several well
behaving children.
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Irani Ashirvad - Tehran

Parsi Ashirvad - Mumbai

Parsi/Irani Ashirvad – NA
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?
Many of the Zoroastrian Dastoors (highly-qualified Mobeds) and scholars have written
books offering guidance to Zoroastrians on how to live a faithful and productive life.
One of the best of these is Homage Unto Ahura Mazda. This excellent book, in the
form of daily thoughts, was written meticulously by a great scholar who was the Head
Dastoor of the Anjuman (Zoroastrian Community) in Karachi, Pakistan, over a long
period of time until his death, Dastur Dr. M. N. Dhalla.
The full text of the book is available for free online at
http://www.zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/index.htm.
For those who find themselves lost in our Prayers, not understanding their meanings,
and are interested in praying in English language related to our Religion, I
recommend this book with a whole heart. Its wisdom is such that I believe it would be
inspirational to people of all religious traditions.

Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his Autobiography:
You have received this chapter in a WORD File:
Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his
Autobiography, website: www.avesta.org/dhalla/saga.htm
You have received this chapter in a WORD File:
Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc

 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?
Christians use the 'Prayer Book' in their churches and recite the prayers contained
therein composed by different people in comprehensible languages. Together with this
they use the 'Hymnal' and sing the hymns composed by various musicians to the
accompaniment of the organ.
The Rehnumai Mazdayasnan Society had taken the lead to initiate such a reform
when the learned Ervad Sheriarji Bharucha was delivering his sermons. At first the
assembly would rise and recite in unison a verse or two from the Avesta and
thereafter sing the substance of that verse in Gujarati, accompanied by the
harmonium. There was an uproar from orthodox circles against such prayer set to
music and this practice was abandoned in time.
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his
Autobiography, website: www.avesta.org/dhalla/saga.htm
You have received this chapter in a WORD File:
Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc

 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?
On receiving and utilising these, many coreligionists wrote to me stating that, despite
all their honest efforts, when they had simply failed to have any desire to pray in
Avesta, which they could not understand, they had turned in despair to Christian
prayers. But now that they had found Zoroastrian prayers in a comprehensible
language they had started using them every day.
In this manner my resolution made forty years ago while I was studying at Columbia
University to compose in Gujarati devotional and benedictory prayers for daily use
and for congregational purposes is at last being fulfilled by the grace of God.
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Before we start our
Hum Bandagi together,
please stand up and
join in to listen to
Mobed Kobad
Jamshed performing
Boui Ceremony in the
beautiful San Jose
Dar-e-Meher.
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Before we start our
Hum Bandagi together,
please stand up and
join in to listen to
Mobed Kobad
Jamshed performing
Boui Ceremony in the
beautiful San Jose
Dar-e-Meher.
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda
Part I(c) Prayer #34 (Attached Ashirvad Prayer WORD file)
http://zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/ch1c/ic34.htm

 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?
Ashirvad sanctifies the union of two hearts
We invoke thy blessings, Ahura Mazda, upon the bridegroom
and the bride on this the auspicious day of their wedding. May
the Ashirvad ceremony sanctify the union of their hearts. Inspire
them to lay the wise counsel of Zarathushtra to heart and live
the life of Vohu Manah's good thoughts, of Armaiti's devotion,
and to strive to lovingly excel each other in the practice of
Asha's righteousness, that their wedded life may be blessed
with domestic happiness to the end of their lives.
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda
Part I(c) Prayer #34 (Attached Ashirvad Prayer WORD file)
http://zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/ch1c/ic34.htm

 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?

Ashirvad sanctifies the union of two hearts
The twain in one are joined today. May their right hands be tied by the bond
of love in lasting union. May the mind of one blend with the mind of the other
and heart be in tune with the heart. May the twin spirits be a composite spirit
in joy and sorrow, success and failure, prosperity and adversity. May the two
come nearer to each other in good thoughts and good words and good deeds
from day unto day.
May each transmit something good of each to the other. May each take the
best that is in the other and give something better than the best. May each
give of one's goodness what the other lacks and give mutual completion to
each other in life.
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Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 7. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English
An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda
Part I(c) Prayer #34 (Attached Ashirvad Prayer WORD file)
http://zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/ch1c/ic34.htm

 Are there any prayers I can pray in English?

Ashirvad sanctifies the union of two hearts
Locked up in the embrace of the wedded love, may they live for each
other, may they share each other's feelings, may they lighten each
other's load of life, and may they live in the loving fellowship of minds
and hearts. May each elevate and embellish what nature has
endowed the other. With the hearts knitted together, may the two be
whole world to each other. May each one be the life of the other. May
he be hers and she be his wholly for all the days of their lives. May
each cleave faithfully unto each in body and mind and spirit as the
creeper that twines its tendrils round the tall tree. May better than the
good come unto them. May it be so even as we pray, Ahura Mazda.
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Irani Ashirvad - Tehran

Parsi Ashirvad - Mumbai

Parsi/Irani Ashirvad – NA
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Pak Iranshah
Atash Behram

JD Colaba
Atash Adarian

San
Jose
Atash
Dadgah

Parsi/Irani Weddings

Agenda: 8. Cyber Hama Zor Greeting

Hamaa Zor Greeting
And let us now perform the Hamaa Zor Greeting

with our neighbors.
“Hamaa Zor, Hamaa Asho Bade”
“Let us be united in Righteousness!”
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Hamaa Zor
Greetings
between
participants
during a
Religious
Tele Class.
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Hamaa Zor
Greetings
between
participants
during a
Religious
Tele Class.
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Pak Iranshah
Atash Behram

JD Colaba
Atash Adarian

San
Jose
Atash
Dadgah

Thank you all for your Participation, patience and time!
Thank you all who helped me to collect information for this talk!
And the last but not the least,
My Dear Wife Jo Ann,
For 46 years of supporting me in all my crazy endeavors!

And do not forget our
Cyber Hamaa Zor Greeting!
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